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OF HEALTH.
U.S. DEPARTMENTWELFARE
EDUCATION &
INSTITUTE OF
NATIONAL
EDUCATION
HAS aEgN REPROTHIS DOCUMENT AS RECEIVED FROM
UCED EXACTLYORGANIZATION ORIGIN.
PERSON OR
T
POINT,S OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
REPREATING
STATED D --NIOT NECESSARILY
INSTITUTE OF
SENT OFFICIALWATIONAL
OR POLICF
EDUCATION POSITION'

INTRODUCTION

.Uq'IC has partic pated in the Admissiols Testing
Program (ATP) of the College Entrance Ex*.nation
(CEEB) for three consecutive years (197102', 1972-73
Information collected each ye 4 on UMB
1973-74).
bkvaries.
Freshmen was tabulated by CEEB and repqn*Q4 in
These summaries are composed of twenty-One ta
gional,
t1dri`a
Similar summaries were prepared o
and\state basis.
;

it seemed
\Iith-a number of thesesummarieat h
y available.
an opptzrtune time to review the datab0r414,
The purpose,-of. this review, then, wa4 simply, to get an

overall feeling for the data, to descriWsome parts of
4

The
it, and to make a few comparisods where 'Appropriate.
/And
therefq:.:e
Admission Testing,Proqram i<s still youth
the ata do not lend themselves to,ideA Eying longitudinal
tren s or to performing highly sophist' ted analyses.

Unfortunately, summaries were no :available for _those
had
Xude those
groups of greatest interest. They
their test scores sent to UMBC butr4iyer applied for
admission; those who applied for a6 pAion but were not
raid not enroll; ana,
qepted; those who were accented
persist through the
finally, those who enrolled but di
cou
s have been
ATP Summaries for th
first year
requested.
z
ive use of the
At this point in time, a deSq
s of SAT scores,*the
In
data seemed most appropriate.
UMBC students at
of the average 'scores
fluctuatibcess and from year
ases of the adnilissions
different
t
some .state and
esentea
and
compare
to year are
was taken of other
national scores. A similar "picd
lc,
and estimated high
data such, as self-reported class;
maries
did proVide a
school grade point average.
t UMBC students and their
basis for getting some feelin
intended ,field of
educational goals, their cho
eceived high school honors
study, the extent .to which 1
1/ for advanced, credit, and
and awards, their plans to
.,.
their needs for special a i.s *Ice,
IL

,
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LIMITATIONS IN THE COMPARISON

This report is a review and comparison of the Admissions Testing Program (ATP) summaries prepared by the College
Entrance Examination Board (CEEB). The sptmaries are a set
of twenty-one tables reporting Scholastid" Aptitude Test
(SAT) scores, Achievement Test scores, and other data about
students who took the SAT. Reference will be made to data
pertaining to five different .groups throughout- this repOrt.
The following descriptions, will serve.to clarify the
differenees among the groups.
Prospective:

those students who, at the time they
took the SAT, requested that their scoies
be sent to UMBC.

Applicants:

those students for whom the Admissioh
Office had both an appliCation for a4011 sion and SAT scores on file.

Accepted:

those students who were formally admitted
.
to UMBC and for whom SAT scores wer

I

available.

Enrbiling:

those students from the accepted gr
who actually enrolled at UMBC for t
fall semester following graduation
from high school

Persisting:

ous
those students who enrolled'the pr
fall and who completed the spring s'/Rester.

(SDQ) has Teen
The Student Descriptive Questionnaire
1iis
Testing
Program
since
1971-72.
part of the Admissions
personal,
sociali\
questionnaire contains items regarding
and academic characteristics. Completing the SDQ is
-voluntary; therefore, the number of students taking the OAT
each year exceeds the number for which SDQ data are available..
For example, data for the 1972-73 high school seniors who
took the SAT indicate that 82% of the ProSpective, 96% of
the Applicants, 94% of'the Accepted, and 92% of the Enrolling
UMf3C students responded to the SDQ or some items thereon.
All information, exclusive of SAT and Achievement test
scores, discussed in this receort was collected via the Sr*.
-2-

Since this review o the summaries was primarily
i
'e).ploratory and desdripte
in purpose, no particular
hypotheses or research questions were posed, Rather, the
Eivailtibre data say in hopes that the results will lead to
formulating some questions thatjurther research could'be
designed to answer.
The following ATP l'summaries were available at the
time this report was prepared:
1.

UMBC Prospective, Applied, Accepted and Ehrolled
groups for 1971-72 and 1972-73 high school seni.ots?..
and UMBC Persisting for 1971-72
,

2.

UMBC Prdspective for 1973=74 high school seniors

3.

Prospective for State of Maryland 1972-73 high
school seniors

4. ,Prospective for National 1972-73 and 1973-74 high
school senior.

There are several limitations regarding the Admissions
The
Testing Program summaries that ought to be recognized.
school'
data apply only to those ,students who were high
seniors during the reporting year and had taken the SAT."
The College Entrance Board estimates that for 1973-74 that
group represented one-third f all 1974 high school graduates
and about two-thirds of th se who went directly toscollege.
e that the data are representative
Therefore, no claim i
of.the 1974 high school graduates or 1974 entering college
the
Furthermore, for any one reporting
freshman.
gaxd-tea,
latest available data pOk..,individual are re
if a student took
less of when the SAT was taken. That i
th SAT in his junior year only, th scores for.him were
If he
he was a senior.
re orted during the year in.wh.
-,,repeated the SAT in his sewl r year, only the senior score
was reported.

-3-

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
Verbal

SAT Verbal scored fluctuated during the admission
(Figure 1) The 1971-72 high school seniors who
applied to UMBC had an averagg score four p 'ntd higher than
The
the Prospective group (455 and 451, respecti ely).
average score for those Accepted waS again hi her by six
points (461). That average dropped five poi sfor the
Enrolling group (456) but rose again three points for the
In general, then, Scores of the
Persisting group (459).
Accepted students were higher than those. who ha,d their
scores sent to UMBC and those who actually applied; whereas
the scores of those who actually enrolled were lower than
°those accepted but about equal to those who applied.
Students who persisted through the first year, hOweve44,
`had scores similar to the,grouo that Wasaccepted. All
of these averages were above the college'norms for All
lleges (447).,
Colleges (444) and 4-Year Public
process.

N,

.4

seniors differed
The figures for' 1972 -73 high scho
he Applicants' ave age score was loweri than
slightly.
the Prospect' e (434 and 437", re ectiVely). However, as

45) was higher than,
in 1971-72, the Accepted av
was' slightly 1oWer
both groups, and he Enrolling. vera
ing
group
scores resembled
The
Enroll
by two 'points (443)
than
the
lOwer
scores of
those of the Accepte. group more
sent
to
UMBC
and
those who
those Who had their test resul
high
school
seniors,
actually applied. For the'197
.the Allege norms for All Coll ges Was 434 and for-4i-Year
Public Colleges, 439.
/d

The State of Marylan 1972-73.Prospective average
was 454 and the, National Prospective average was 445.
When statistical comparisons were made with these averages,
the UMBC Prospective and Applied averages were significantly
The UMBC Accepted and Enrolled averages were ,sigrifica tly
lower..
lower than the State of Maryland Prospective but not significantly different from the National Prospective average.
It appeared, then, that all UMBC groups were less able than
the State of Maryland Prospective group, and the.uMsc
Accepted and Enrolled groups were equally as able ad-the
National Prospective grot Further comparisons were made
n the 1971-72 and 1 72-73 UMBC Prospective,
heti:
Applied, Accepted, and Enrolled groups, The 1971-72
--4-

averages for each group were statistically significantly
higher than the average of the correspo ding 1972-73.groUp.
The'average Verbal SAT score for the 1973-74 ProspecUMBC student's was 44/9-- This average was not statisti=
cally significantly different from the 1972-73 UMBC ProspecSimilar to 1972 73, however, the UMBC
tive.average of 437.
Prospective was' significantly lower t n the National
Prbsoective for the 1973-74 high schoo seniors (444).
The non-significant difference between the UMBC Prospective
groups for 1972-73 and 1973-74 is in keepihg with the

,

Naikional trend for the setae. years.

tg

In summary, the UMBC Prospective averages decreased
-significantly between 1971-72 and 1972-73, but the difference
between 1972-73 and 1973 -74 was not statistically significant.
This has also been the natioial trend. The average scores
\for 1972-73 UMBC group were'all statistically significantly
lower than those for correspondingUMBC groups for 1971-72
and .0qg 1972-73 State of Maryland Prospective average.
When compared to National Prospective 1972-73 High School
Seniors, the UMBC 1972-71 Prospective and _ApoliedNwere,
statistically significantly lower but no significant
differences occurred for the UMBC Accepted and Enrolled
The 1973-74 UMBC Prospective average was statisti7`
groups.
cally significantly lower than the 1973-74 National Prospec-

tive averages.
All UMBC groups for 1971-72 maintained a higher average
than tAe college norms for All .Colleges and 4-Year Public
Colleges. For 1972-73, all UMBC group averages equalled
or exceeded-the college norm for All Colleges, and the UMBC'
'Accepted-and Enrolled group averages exceeded the collee
orms for the 4-Year Public Colleges. The UMBC Prospectiv7
'average for 1973-74 was.equivalent to the college .norms
for All Colleges and 4-Year -Public Colleges.
-5-
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Math

An examination of the admission process for the 1971-72
high school seniors showeA that the UMBC Accepted group
had a higher average than the Prospective and Applied
and 489, respectively) (Figure
.grOups (495 compared to
Those Enrolling evidenced a lower average (490), but
2.)
equivalent
the average for the Persisting group was 495
to those who were accepted. These averages for the,UMBC
groups were.above the college norm for All Colleges (468)
4iad above that for 4-Year Public Colleges (480) Prospective

iproups.

The "patterns for 1972-73 high school seniqrs
averages was one of an initially lower average bettWeen the
Prospective and Applicants (476 and 473, respectively)
followed by increasingly higher averages for the Accepted
For the year 1972-73,
(434) and Enrolled (487) groups/.
comparisons were made between UMBC groups, and the averages
for the State of Maryland Prospective group (488) and
The UMBC prospective
-the Natiohal Prospective group (481).
and Applied groups were statistically significantly lower
than the State and National Prospective groups. However,
no differences were found between the UMBC Accefited and
Enrolled groups and the State Prosoective nor between the
UMBC Accepted groPp and the National Prospedtive. FUrthermore, the UMBC Enrolled average was significantly higher
than the National Prospective average.
T e college norm for. All Colleges was 46.7 end for
and AppliTic Colleges was 479, UMBC Pro ecti
'4-Year

cants w re above All Colleges and'bel w 4-Year Public
Colleges. The UMBC Accepted and Ento Jing averages were
higher tha the All College and 4- ea Public College
Prospective norms

n.

Each 1971-72 UMBC group was compared with the corres-'
poAding group for 1972-73. The 1972-73 averages were statis--.
tically significantly lower for the Prospective, Applicant,
and Accepted groups. No differences were found between'
the Enrolling groups.
-6-

The 1973-74.UMBC Prospective average was 477, which
was not significantly different from the 1972-73 UMBC
Prospective average of 476. The National 1973-74 Prospective>average was 480 which was not significantly different
from `the 1973-74 UMBC Prospective group.
In summary, the UMBC Pr6soective average Math SAT
scores decreased significantly from 1971-72 to. 1972-73.
The difference between the 1972-73 and 1973-74 averages
for UMEC Prospective groups was not significant and
paralelled the National figureS. 'Although the 1'972-73
UMBC Prospective, Applied, and Accepted group &Verages
Were statistically significantly lower than corresponding'
1971-72JU4BC grotps,' the Enrolled groups were not., When
compared to the 1972-73 State and National ProsPectiVe
groups: the 1972-73 UMBC Prospective and Applied averages
were significantly lower; the UMBC Accepted average was
not significantly different; and the UMBC Enrolled average
was not significantly different from the State but was
significantly higher than the National. The 1973 -74 UMBC
Prospective average was net significantly different from
the 1973-74 National Prospective average nor different
from the 1972-73 UMBC Prospectiveaverage.

All UMBC group averages for 1971-72 were above the
college norms for All Colleges and 4 -Year Public Colleges
for the_same year. During 1972-73 all UMBC groups exceeded
the average for All Colleges, and the UMBC Accepted ance
Enrolled groups exceeded the average for the 4-Year Public
The 1973-74. UMBC Pros active average was higher
Colleg
norms
for. the All. Coll ge and 4-Year Public Colleges.
than .t
SELF-REPORTED CLASS RANK
The percentages of students in the first tenth and
the first fifth of their graduating classes were based on
self-reported rank (Table 1). The 1971-72 UMBC group percentages for stunts in the first tenth varied from 17-20
and for the first fifth, varied from 39-43. These percentages
were comparable to the college norm for All Colleges but
slightly lower when compared to 4-Year Pulilic Colleges.

7

The 1972-73 U BC group percentages were between 18
and 21 for students in the first tenth and between 43 and
48 for the ,first fifth.
The percentages for UMBC groups
in the first tenth compared favorably with the All College
norm but were slightly lower than percentages for the 1972-,
73 State'of Maryland Prospective, National Proispective, and
4-Year Public College norm. The percentages of UMBC .groups
in the first fifth were generally higher than the All
_Qollege Norm and compared favorably with the peroentage
for the-State, National, and the 4-Yea' Public
ublic College Norm.
For 1973-'74 UMBC Prospective group, the percentage
of students in the first tenth was lower than prior UMBC
Prospective groups, the 1973-74 National Prospectiv,e,and
college'nOrms for A11 Colleges and 4-Year Public Colleges.
Tpe,perceritage of UMBC 1973-.74 Prospective students in the
first fifth ..was between those reported for prior, IMBC

Prospective groups, and lower than the 1973-74 National
Prospective and 4=Year Public College norm, and slightly
lower than the All College norm.
In summary, the percentage of UMBC Prospective students
for 1973-74 in the top tenth of their graduating class was
the lowest reported when compared to pridr years. The
same can be said for the 4-Year Public College norm. The
1973-74 UMBC Prospective percentage of students in the top
fifth of the class does not compare as well with other
1973-74 groups as prior years' UMBC Prospective student
percentages have.
ESTIMATED HIGH SCHOO t ,CT G.P.A.

A

An estimated high school grade point average was
calculated for each student who reported both latest grade
and years of study in at least one of six subject areas
(Table 2).
Prior data for 1971-72 were not available since
estimating high. school G.P.A. was initiated with the 197273 high school' seniors.

The GPA for UMBC Prospective students was higher in
1973-74 than in'1972-73 as it was for the National Prospective
students and the college norms for All. Colleges and 4-Year
Public Colleges. During 1972-73, the UMBC Alcepted and
Enrolling group CPA's were higher than the 4plied group
and lower than for those students who gad their SAT scores
sent to UMBC. For both years reported, the UMBC Prospective
group GPA's were slightly lower than the GPA's for the
National Prospective and college norms for All Colleges
and '4-Year Public Colleges.
The differernce beteen 1972-73
GPA's for UMBC and State of Maryland Prospective groups
was negligible. ",)

10
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EDUCATIONAL GOALS,
,
Educati. al goals were summarized by the categories:
rate
of
Arts
Degree;
Training
Program;
Two-Ye1)
B.A. or B.S. Degree; 4) M.A. or M.S. Degree; 5) M.D.,
3)
P. D. or Other Professional'Degree; and 6) Undecided.
Cate ries A and 5 were combined to reflect they percentage
of esponding students who had intenUons.of doing graduate
s .dies.

The percentage of students ,with'Graduate Study Intentions has-increased each year for the UMBC Prospective,
Applicants., Accepted and Enrolling groups (Table 3). Fortyone per cent of the 1973-74 UMBC` Prospective students plan
graduate studies. FurtherMore, this percentage increased
during 1971-72 and 1972-73 as the admissiohs process coneinued frort the Prospeative through the Enrolled groups%
For the 1912-73 high sheol seniors, the percentage of UMBC
Prospective students with graduate study intentions exceeded
that for the National group and equalled that for the State
of Maryland; and for 1973-74, the UMBC percentage exceeded
the National figure by 3 percentage points.
.

tWendjrng on the particular UMBC group and year, the
'percentage of students intending to earn a bachelor's degree
fluctuated between 33 and 36; These, percentages were all
greater than the 1972-73 State of Maryland and National
percentages. The percentage of UMBC students with undecided
educational goals varied from 21 to 23, which were also.lower than the. figures reported for 1972-73 State of Maryland and the 1972-73 and 1973=74 National,groups.
In summary, the percentage of UMBC students wit graduate school intentions increased over the years report
As the admissions process continued, the percentage icreased
also. UMBC seems to have a greater pqrcentage of students
bachelor's degree and a lower percentage, of undeseekin
students than those figures reported for 1972-73 State
of Maryland and 1972-73 and 1973-74 NatIsnal groups.

-9-
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IR$T!tCaOIC8:,0' INTENDED .FIELD OESTUDY'
\

T.JBC Prospective 1971 -72 1972-731 and 1973-74 high
school" ,,students were compared in terms of intended fi ld
of stAd
And these groups/, in turn, were coiltkeste with
/

data,for:ProspectiVe 1972-73
_:school -students tp_identify some tre

4!

nd 1973-74 high
s.

'Perdbhtage of,. male UMBC rospective students
decreased one or two points in'th following fields between
1971=72 and 1972773; Art, Engin ring, Physical science,
and Social Sciqnce.f A. three p
cent increase in Nuising
Health and a two 130 cent increase in. Undecided
was evident
Between
and 1973 -74, .decreases of ope
hree ver cent were s
in Biological Scierices, EduCatipn, En neering, Forei
anguage, and"Social Science.
'(The _So ial Science pe
entage for 1973-74 was readjusted
by ad ng Psychology o History and Cultures., Up to
1973- 4 they were a
reported as Social Science; therefore, combining t in for 1973-74 -allowe comparisons with
prior years). I contrast, increase of one per cent
occurred in Ar itecture; journa sm, Mathematics, Music,
Nursing, and ther Health an
hysical Science in' addition
to a two pe cent incre
in Undecided.
Some trends for
Males betw en 1971-7 and 1973-74 seemed to be a small
but stea
decli
in Engineering and Socal
Sciences, a
i
steady ncr
e in Nursing and Other Health,:and a steady
incre e
Undecided.

The percentages Of female UMBC Prospective students
reased one to three points in the fields of 4t, Biolocal Sciences, Education, English, Home Economics, Physical
cience, and Social Sc4ence between 1971-72 and 1972-73.
Increa s of one pier c nt were seen in Agriculture, Journalisme
and Phtisophy with a seven per cent increase in Nursing
And Other Health and a two per cent increase in Undecided.
Between 1972-7 and-073-74;aecreases of one per c nt were
noted for Educ ion,/Engl.ish, Foreign Language, Ho e
Econoinics, Journ lism, Mathematics, Philosophy, S cial
Science, and Vocational. Increases of one to
per,cent
/ were evident for Art, Biological Scien8es, Busi ess,.kursing
and Other Health, and Undecided.
The trend for female UMB.
Prospective students between 1971-72 and 1973=74 appeared
to be a steady decrease-in Education, English, and Home
Economics; a ten per' cent increase in Nursing" and Other
Health with a five per cent-decrease in Social ScientP;
and a steady increase in Undecided:
.

d

i:r
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N
male and female UMBC Prospctive
When ,the data
:.stutlents axe combined, two trends between 1971-72 and
First, an appreciable increase
1973-74 become apRarentt
for Nursing arld ONIer. Health as a fist choice of intended
field of study occurred - from nine to sixteen per cent.
Second;'the.per cent of students with Undecided intended
field of study has 'steadily increased. Finally, for male
UMBC Prospective students Biologi6a1 Sciences, Business,
..Engineering, and Social Sciences .accounted for 63% of
the 1971-72 responses, 60% in 1972-73 and 54% in the 19737,1,, and undecided 'espouses another 6%, 8%, and,_ 10% for

each year, respectively. For female UMBC Prospective
&tudents Biological Sciences, Education, Nursing and Other
kea10, and Social Science'' accounted for 67%, 69%, and 63%
of responses for 1971-72, 1972-73,'and 1973-74, respectively.
Undecided - responses were 3%, 5%, and 7% for the same year
periods.

N-atiorlly for male prospective Students increases

occurred been 1972-73 aria 1973-74 in Vocational and
Education, Engineering,- Foreign
Languages, and SOoial Sciences all decreased one or two
Fir cent with remaining fields staying the same. Biological
Business, Engineering, and Social. Sciences
Scie ce
er 54 of the choiceS in 1972-7f and 52% in
ed
acco
F
maleWational PrOspective students bet146en
4.
19.
Undecided caLegories .only.

1972-73 and 1973-74 increased -..by one per cc-Int in Arclaitecture, Biological Science's, Bus,inesS,, Nursing and Other

Health, and two per cent in Undedidedecreases of one
to\two per cent were noted for Education, Philosophy,
Biological Sciences, Business;
Social Science and Vocational.
Education,. Nursing andOtheroHealth,, and SoCial Sciences
accouhted for 63% of the response,s, for 1972-73 and 1973-74.
,When both ,sexes are combined the data show a one per cent
-increase inBiological Sciences and two per cent in Undecided..
Decreases of one or, two per cent occurred for Education,
English, engineering, and Vdcational.

p.

I-

01

re.

'The 1973-74 UMBC Pi6spective male students tended to
/pc made interested in Biological Sciences, Mathematics,
/Nursing and Other Health, Psychology, Social Science and
less interested in Agriculture, Engineerig, and Vocational
fields of st4dy.than the NaTonal Prospective males. The
1973-74 UM DC Prospective female students tend to be more
m
interested in'Biological Sciences, Nursing and Other Health,
Psychology, Social Science and less interested in. Art,
Business, English, and Home Economics than./the National
Pros&ctive females.
STUDENTS RECEIVING ONE OR MORE
HIGH SCHOOL HONORS AND AWARDS
Between 1971-72 and 1973-74, the perce
of UMBC
re high school
honor and awar-ds_ steadily increfor males, females
and the total (Table 4). Ts.ind of increase was
ected
in the National Prospe
e groups between 197
and
1973-/4 and for t
college norms. The peedentage of
female stude. receiving awards typically exceeded the
male pe P. tage.

Prosttive students who received one

The percentage reported for 1972-73 WIBC Prospective
udents were:lower than those for the State and National
Prospective group and the College norms for All Colleges
and-4-Year Public Colleges for the same year. For the
year 1973-74 the'UNBC ProGp tive percentages were b low
the National Prospective perce ages and the college
STUDENTS PLANNING TO APPLY FO J'ADVANCED
PLACEMENT OR 'COURSE CREU

There were only small differences in percentages of
studen
planning to apply for advanced placement. or course
credit a ong the Prospective groups and college norms
(Table 5). Of the students who responded to the item on
the SDQ, ap roximately 55% planned to apply.
The UMBC
--Prospective
oups for 1972-73 and Pizazz/. compared favordblytte-Natib al Prospective groupS
d the -66-1-1!sge,.noriss.,
for
same ye s. The UMBC
-73 Prospective grouR
4A
percenta
'as
the 1972-73 State
Qf Maryland roaeractive group.

I

r

..

PLANS TO ASK COLLEGE FOR SPECIAL ASSISTANCE
One item of the SDO.requested students to indicate
ether,they intended to ask their colleges forspecial,
educationalocational
as 'stan'A in any of seven areas:
counseling,' math skills, reading skills, writing skills,
study skills, part-time work, ava personal counseling.
The format of the question was changed in 1973-74 and
therefore, only 1973-74 data for UMBC Prospective,
National P spective, and college norms are considered
here (Table 6).
-Eighty per cent of the UMBC and tational Prospective
students who responded to the SOO stated that they planned
to ask for assistance in at least one area. The average
requests per student Was 2.3 for both groups. The
percentage differences in each category are negligible when
comparing UMBC, National, and collegt-,norms groups.
,

-

About forty-five per cent of the student in/all
groups plan to ask for assistance with educationat-vocatibnal counseling and part-time work.---Twenty to twentyseven per, cent intend to ask forassistancb in Math,
writing, and study skills; and about eighteen per cent
with reading skills. Approximately eight per cent in end
to request personal counseling.
In summary,.1973-74 UMBC prospective students nere
comparable with-Natonal Prospective students and college
norms in term of r eqiests for special essistance. It
appeared that 4ducatio I-vocational counseling end partNeeds
time work' were c 1 early two areas of student needs.
for assistance wi h academic skills were.also appreciable.
The low percentage\of students who anticipated requesting
.personal counseling should be interpreted with'Vaution.
That represented the percentage who were willing to say
they needed*Tersonal counseling. Furthermord%pmairk more
students will probably seek such counseling once in
college when they begin coping with new and unanticipated
"tituations and problems..,

-- ---:.
.
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TABLE 1

Percentages of Students in First

ent

Of Graduating Class Based on Self- -

and First Fifth
Rank *

f

,4
ATP Group

1971-72
H.S. Seniors

1972 -73

1973-34,

H.S. Seniors

H.S. Selliors

18
42

20
47

18
40

18
43

20
43

21

UMBC Enrolling

17
39

18
46

UMBC Persisting

18
41

UMBC Prospective
UMBC Applied

UMBC Accepted

17'

,44

=11

48.

State of Maryland
Prospective

22
47

National Prospective

am.
Ow.

23
47

22
48

19
43

19
45

22

20

.48

48,

College Norms

,19

All Colleges

42
_.,

4-Year Public Colleges
45

*The upper figure is the percentage in the uppar. tenth .of,the graduating
class; ,the lower figure, the percentage in the upper fifth.
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TABLE 2
/

Sobool Grade Point Average

esH_m t d Fi

'1972-73
H.S. Seniors

S.
19.n-74
H.S. Seniors

UMBC Prospective

2.95

3.01

UMBC Applied

L65

ATP Group

1971-72
,4.5. Seniors
^V-

W.IBC Accepted

2179

'

2.8

UMBC Enrolling
UMBC Persisting
State of Maryland'
ProSpective

2:b6

National ProspectiVe

3.04

3.06

All Colleges

2,99

3.06

4-'Year Public Colleges

3.03

3.08

C611ege Noi.ms
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TABLE 3

Percentages for Educational Goals of Responding Students

1971-72
H.S. Seniors

ATP, Group

1972-73
U.S. Seniors

1973-74
H.S. Senbt's

LE BC Prospective

B.A:,Or B.S:
Graduate Study Intention
Undecided

33
37
23

36
38

23

.

'344'1.1:

Iti,
.224i
41i '.)il,

UBC Applied
B.A. or B.S.
A 'Gradpate Study Intention
Undecided
I'

33
.40

q

.23

UMBC,Accepted
B.A: or B.S.
Graduate Study Intention
Undecided

35
42

34

41
23

s

35
41
22

22,

UBC Enrolling
B.A. or B.S.
Graduate Study Intention
Undecided

UMBC Persisting
B.A. or BIS.
1m
Graduate Study 1ntentiOn
Undecided

35
41:

1,4

42
21

2,2

.

,

33
44
21

ONO

State of Maryland Prospective
B.A, or B.S.
Graduate-Study Intention'
Undecided
,,-,

33.
38..

2

-40Y'

National ProspeCtive
!Ilt-

a.-A. or B.S.
Graduate Study Intentiellv

29

UnAtided

27'.

.

29
38
26

4::

Note:, Nhe difference be ween the percentage of these responding andT100%
is comprised of stu nt's planning to earn lest than a'B.A. or B.S.
degree
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TABLE 4

Percentage of Students Receiving pne or
More High School Honors and Avairds

1971-72
H:S. Seniors

ATP Group

-

H.S. Seniors

1373-74
H.S.sSeniOrs

41/49/45

43/52/48

19724-73

UMBC Prospective

34/47/40

UMBC Applied

35/46/40

40/49/45

UMBC Accepted

36/49/42

44/52/48

UMBC Enrolling

32/44/38

47/50/49

uBe Persisting

35/45/40

State oiE Maryland

44/50/47

---

:

.

National Prospective

Ow%

-

46/51/49

4a/53(51

49

52.

52.

53

College Norms
All Colleges

1

4-Year Public Colleges

.

Note:

44

.

45

DilIes/Zemales/Total

42.
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TABLE 5

Percentage of. Students Planning to Apply

for Advanced Pladement or Course Credit.

Percentage

Group

1971-72 UMBC Prospective t
1972-73 UMBC Prospective
1973-74 UMBC Prospective

55
55

52
55
55

1972-73 State Prospective
"1972-73 National PrOspective
1973-74 National Prospective
College Norms
1972-73 All Colleges
1973-74 All Colleges
1972 -73 4-Year Public Colleges
1973-74 4-Year Public Colleges

.

54
55
56
57

-18-.

20
^1

23
`21', 3

45
44

1973/-74 UMBC. P

1

1

orms

73-74 4-Year

lic Colicges

7 -74 All College

College

973-74 Na one Pr9spective

spactive

th
'Skills

23:

44

-19±

24

46

7

Educ/Voc
Counseling

'

18

19

(4

'19

20

$6

2

27

47

47.

44

1

19

7

8

8

Part-Time- Personal
Work
Counseling

45

Study
Skills

20

Writing
Skills

4

17

'lls

eading

or Special As-sistance

spondants to SDQ Who Plan

to Ask College

Percentage of

Group

o

TABLE 6

SC911..P.S

SAT

0

731

1972
71.

1973

197!

1972
73
74

tr1973.

STATE

1 !NI 11C

PltliSkdrii/ P. A Pl'iidAWS,

N ATION

,.. ......1=,,,,,I1"

73

1972

454

-

1..

Accepted
Applicants
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SKI' VER?li. SCORES

-

11N1111:

7.2

1971

Pcrsiming

72

7 :1

1972

Enrolling

1qC.Ult.F.
4

A
1971

UNIX

- 72
- 73

.1972
73
111111C.

1971

_.4
1972

443

459

tI51111:

72

1971

455

456

1972

73

1A
1971
71

.-

4.3

'438.

-1

1971
- 72

447

-

!

1973.

438

P11111.1e

-7 :1

1972

4.39

(:()1.1,E(11.:-N0111s

A1.1, (:01.1.13:ES

7'2

1971

444

t

-

SATE

-7;1

1972

90 .(411R)

SCO R ES

SAT

-1973

1971

-72
UI1111C

1972

-73

PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS

NATIONAL

1972

- 73

1973

-74

971

-

Perbiating

Enrolling

- 72

1971

11\111C

-,73

1972

(487)

(495)

11N111C

- 72

1971

(490)

FibURE 2. SAT MATH SCORES

Accepted

1972
73

A pplirants

- 72

1971

1111110

1072

- 73

A

(484)

UNI 11C:

-7'2

(495)

1971
72

LI.

-

1973

-

1971
.

1971

-

minue

1972
73

COLLEGE ;\'OILMS

-

COLLEGES

1972

- 73

